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HYPERESIA IN NAVAL CONTEXTS IN THE FIFTH AND 
FOURTH CENTURIES BC 

L. J. D. Richardson's article YHHPETHZ, CQ xxxvii (943) 55-61, asserted the manifest 
truth that the word hyperetes, for which 'an unattested original meaning "under-rower" has been 
universally assumed, had ceased to be used literally by the time our records, literary and 
epigraphic, begin'. 'When vt7rrperr/s and its derivative v7rT7peTaco first appear (in Herodotus 

saepe), both the particular transferred sense "servant" and the generally transferred sense 
"subordinate" were already well established to the exclusion of the original meaning (whatever 
it was), and, what is more, the metaphor from the seafaring usage seems to be already "dead". 
The essential note, however, in the group of words (v7r7pe7-rl, V7TrpETEWc, vrrTpeOca, 

v7Tr/peTrtKos) is not hard to assess: it is implicit, unquestioning service in response to another's 
authoritative bidding.' The truth of this assessment for the fourth as well as the fifth century is plain 
from an examination of the very frequent use of the word in, e.g., Plato. Richardson proceeded 
to point out 'a source of confusion in the dictionaries' (which still prevails), viz., that of the four 
chief members of the group of words mentioned, hyperesia alone, having become 'figurative (as 
service) in all areas, was then reapplied in the naval domain', as a name for part of the ship's 
company of the fifth- and fourth-century trireme. This pattern (of reapplication in a naval 
context) is in fact also true of hyperesion and hyperetikos. The former is the name given by 
Thucydides and Isocrates to the oarsman's cushion, called proskephalaion by Hermippus and 
Theophrastus,1 while the latter is used of a naval dispatch boat.2 

Richardson's guess at the pre-literary, unattested, original meaning of hyperetes-'a member 
of an organised team of oarsmen'-is hardly satisfactory. Another guess is perhaps worth 
making, that the meaning is shown by the position of an oarsman in an oared ship below the 
captain and steersman who are seated in the high stern. As Aegisthus says to the chorus in 
Agamemnon: 'you say this seated at the oar below, while those on the zugon are in command of 
the ship'.3 

An important conclusion of Richardson's article is that the meaning given first by LSJ for 
hyperesia-'body of rowers', 'ship's crew'-does not arise from the texts there quoted in 
support. Recently this meaning has been adopted by B. Jordan, who argues that hyperesia is the 
name for a body of slave oarsmen in the Athenian fleet (as opposed to nautai who are the citizen 
oarsmen). N. G. L. Hammond, still more recently, in 'The Narrative of Herodotus and the 
Decree of Themistocles at Troezen',JHS cii (I982) 75-93 interprets hyperesiai in the decree as 
'oarsmen collectively' and 'oarsmen groups'.4 He regards them as distinct from the other 
oarsmen, not as slaves (like Jordan) but as coming from 'a pool of trained oarsmen' and thus as 
differing from the untrained oarsmen who were, he says, drafted into the fleet in 48 i. Accepting, 
as we should, Richardson's premise that the original connexion with rowing had disappeared 
from the meaning of the word hyperesia in the fifth and fourth centuries, and that it had been 
reapplied in the sense of'a body of assistants' in naval contexts, the problem is to establish in what 
sense this assistance was given, and by whom and to whom, if the word in these contexts is to be 
properly understood. It is of course perfectly possible that the mode of assistance in the word's 
naval reapplication could have been associated with pulling an oar (as in the case of hyperesion), 

1Thuc. ii 93.2; Isoc. viii 48; Hermippusfr. 34; Thphr. R.T. Williams, Greek Oared Ships (Cambridge 1968) 48, 
Char. ii II. I96-7 (henceforward GOS). 

2 X. HG i 6.36 Vr77pE4TKOS KEArlS, Ps.-Dem. li 46 4 B. Jordan in his valuable book The Athenian Navy 
V7rqpETtKov, D.S. xviii 95.3-4 Vtr-qpEtKo: this is the in the Classical Period, U. Calif. Class. Stud. xiii (1975); 
dispatch boat of the hyperetes, the general's ADC. N.G.L. Hammond, 'The Narrative of Herodotus and 

3 A. Ag. I617-I8; cf the stern platform, the selma, the Decree of Themistocles of Troezen',JHS cii (I982) where the gods sit ibid. I82-3. See J.S. Morrison and 75-93 (see n. 54 for his reasons). 
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but this association must be demonstrated from the naval contexts in which the word is found. It 
derives no support in Greek literature and inscriptions from the original derivation of the word. 

The question which I propose to examine, in view of the interpretations of Jordan and 
Hammond, is then this: do the naval contexts of hyperesia in fifth- and fourth-century literature 
and inscriptions suggest the meaning 'slave oarsmen', 'oarsmen groups' or 'oarsmen 
collectively', and if not what do they suggest? The decree of Themistocles will be considered last, 
out of chronological order, as the context most difficult and controversial in interpretation. The 

suggestions of the much later scholiasts and lexicographers can safely be ignored, but some later 

literary contexts of the word will be noted in Appendix 2. 

I 

(i) Thuc. i 143.1: Pericles' speech to the Assembly about Athenian resources in the event of 
the outbreak of war with Sparta (432 BC). 

EL Te KaIL KLV7roavTES rcTv OAv,/UTlaLv / t lAoiAOS XprlxaTCrov xLxL0uC) L EIltOVL 7TELpoV7TO 

KV tspvrias seXOInutV arolraS Kal TdtV dAurAv vrmrrpeo lav TArreovs KaL ateeLvovs pr a(Traca 'r 

aAAqr 'EAAas. 

Again if they go so far as to remove money at Olympia or Delphi and try to lure away the foreigners 
among our nautai with greater offers of pay, while we Athenians and metics should not be able to 
make upit in the losses by going aboarket where ships, ight woutbid be a seriousmatte. But sewe both have that 
capability in fact and, what adds most to our strength, we possess citizen helmsmen and the rest of the 
hyperesia [or 'the hyperesiaa ands well'], moreE should use o in diffnumberent and better in quality than all the rest of Greece. 

In thi ge nautai are distinguishe d from 'helmsmen and the rest of the hyperesia (ormer 'the 
hyperesia as well'); and both the latter are said to be the strongesy have. It is to be noted 
that when war broke out Samian exiles at Anaea sent helmsmen to Sparta, and that in the fourth 
century Athens supplied hyperesiai to Conon's Persian squadron, and later to Syracuse and the 

Bosporan kingdom.5 It fits Pericles' argument that both 'citizen' and 'more in number and 
better in quality etc.' should be taken as applying both to 'helmsmen' and to 'hyperesia. He says 
that the Peloponnesians cannot diminish Athenian naval power by the use of ill-gotten money. 
TheAthenians and metics can ces ofare defectinct foreign nautai. The helmsmen and 

hyperesia are Athenian citizens (and so will not defect) and we have plenty of good ones (and so 
we need not recruit in the open market where the enemy might outbid us). It seems unlikely that 
the phrases -r-v a'AArv vFrrjpectav and 9' aAAqr 'EAAas should use aAAos in different senses so 

closely together. Since then the latter means 'the rest of Greece', it is likely that the former means 
'the rest of the hyperesia', and that the helmsmen are included in the hyperesia. It is notable that 
the epibatai are not mentioned.6 

The only firm conclusion to be drawn from (i) is that in a trireme the helmsman and the 

hyperesia are associated and are distinct from the nautai. The helmsman probably belongs to the 

hyperesia. 

(ii) Thuc. vi 31.3: the dispatch of the Sicilian expedition from Piraeus in 415 BC. Cf. IG i3 93, 
22 and 33; ML 78 c 13 and a 9. 

TO LxEv vavTLKoV JLE'yAatL Sa7TravaLS Tgcv e TpL7TpdpXcov Kal T rs ToAEWc E K7TOV70EV, rTOV 
LV 8]Jxooauov apax,xv TfS rJyepas ~T' vavlTr ~Ka,dcrro 8t6OVTOS Kat vavs rwapaaxovTos 

Kevas e -/KovTa ILEV TaXetas, TEaaapaKOvTa o 07TrALTaycyovS KaL v7rTpeaUas TavTraL 

5 Thuc. iv 75.I; HellOxy 2 I; Isoc. iv 142; IG ii2 2I2. 
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6 Neither are the toxotai: see (ii) and (vi). 



TaQS KpaTLTTaS, TWoV <8E> TpLrPaPXWv E7LTOpdS TE Trpo T) (K S877LOUlOV tLLaOy) SLV7ruV 

7TOiS OpavlTaLS TS V vavrUv KaL TraLS VTrrTpeataLs KaLt aXAT a arAqtEiLOLs Kat KaraaKEvaLs 

7TOAUTE/AEL Xp77aaJLEVCOV, KLat ES ra L_caKpoTraa TTpoOviJLOEevTos evos EKaUarov oTt ws avTUr 

TLVL EV7rpeTreIa TE 77 vavgs tcaALtaa 7TpoE EL KaLt ro raXvvaVTELV. 

The fleet was elaborately fitted out at great expense to the trierarchs and to the city. The public 
treasury gave a drachma a day to each nautes and provided empty hulls,7 sixty fast ships and forty 
troop-transports,8 and the strongest hyperesiai for these. The trierarchs gave bonuses in addition to 
the public pay to the thranitai9 among the nautai and to the hyperesiai, and in other ways fitted 
emblems10 and expensive equipment. Each trierarch did his utmost to ensure that his ship should 
excel both in appearance and in speed. 

Since Thucydides says that the treasury provided pay for all the nautai and that the trierarchs 

gave bonuses to 'the thranitai among the nautai' (and not therefore to the other two classes which 

together with the thranitai made up the total of the oarsmen) and to the hyperesiai, it is a necessary 
implication that the hyperesiai are not oarsmen. It also seems likely that he is using the general 
word nautes to mean oarsman as distinct from hyperesia. It is to be noticed that there is no 
mention of the kybernetes, from which it must be inferred-as (i) suggested-that he is to be 
included in the hyperesia, since he is not a nautes (P1. Repub. 34Ic) and there is no other category 
for him. There is again no mention of the regular toxotai and epibatai, who may, again, be 
included in the hyperesia. 

Together with the thranitai the hyperesiai are given bonuses. AristophanesTl singles out the 
thranitai as 'the saviours of the city', and in (i) above Pericles is reported as saying that the 
possession of citizen kybernetai and hyperesiai 'adds most to our strength'. It seems most unlikely 
that the thranitai should be singled out from the oarsmen as specially important, and then another 

group, the hyperesiai, be treated as equally to be rewarded if they too were oarsmen. As against 
Jordan, it seems very unlikely that the hyperesiai should receive pay from the treasury, and, what 
is more, bonuses from the trierarchs if they were, as he claims,12 public slaves. Ps.-Xen. Ath. Pol. 
i I I has been claimed as showing that slaves worked for pay in the fleet (their pay going to their 
masters), although that meaning is by no means certain. But these would be private not public 
slaves, and if the bonuses were an incentive this end would hardly be achieved if the bonuses 
went to their masters. 

The conclusions to be drawn from this passage seem to be the following: 
(i) that the hyperesia on a trireme was not a group of oarsmen (so HCT, Gomme on i 143.I 

and Dover on vi 31.3); 
(2) that it was a group which included the helmsman, possibly also the toxotai and epibatai in 

this passage; 
(3) that the members of this group were not slaves. 

(iii) Thuc. viii I.2: the Athenian dismay in 412 BC at the news of the total loss of the Sicilian 
expedition. 

aCL/a S'S vavs oVX opVTE?s Ev TOLS' VEWUOlKOLS LKaVaS ov8E Xp7)tLaTa ev TO) KOLtVO OVS 

Vl7rrTpeaLas TaLS vavatv cavEArrLatoL aav ev To) rapoVTL acOU 77eOaL. . . . 

Seeing at the same time insufficient ships in the ship-sheds, money in the treasury or hyperesiai for the 
ships, they were for the moment without hope of salvation. 

If what Pericles says in (i) above is true, that the most important thing for seapower is to 
possess citizen helmsmen and 'the rest of the hyperesia', the lack of the latter (including, in this 
passage, not only helmsmen but toxotai and epibatai probably as well) following the defeat of the 

7 
'Empty' because the provision of gear was the 10 See GOS 133-4, I97. 

responsibility of the trierarch. 11 Acharnians I62-3. 
8 See GOS 246-8. 12Jordan (n. 4). 240-64. 9 See GOS 269-7I. 
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Sicilian expedition would indeed, together with the lack of ships and money, have dismayed the 
Athenians. 

(iv) Lysias xxi io: the speaker relates that at Aegospotami he brought away his own ship and 
rescued another (403-402 BC). 

Kat rai7c OUa K alTo 7V\,vXSq EyUyVE7o (aA aL7To 7TapaUIKEV7/s 777Sg EV7qS9 ELXOV yap Xpq/WL(aL 
7rTEtuCLS KV9E,E7p7v71 P5avtlTav atCLravTra ToV XPO'VOV S E'O'KE I 7(0)V 'EAA-/vwov apta7ogs EtLvaL. 

7TapEUKEvaUcr(L77 1)S KaLL 7r 'rA-q4pwp/.ka rrpos EKELVOV Kat rv)v a'AAiv vrYl7pEUrlav Kco'Aov6ov. 

And this happened not by chance but by my own deliberate provision, since by financial inducement 
I employed Phantias for the whole period. Phantias had the reputation of being the best helmsman in 
Greece. And I also provided a pleroma up to his standard and the rest of the hyperesia to match. 

The first point to be noticed is that here after mention of the helmsman the phrase 771)v 'AA7v 

lJTTpEYlLaV is used, as in (i), as opposed to simple hyperesia when the helmsman is not mentioned, 
as in (ii) and (iii). The inference again is that the helmsman is included in the hyperesia. In the 
second place, pleroma is distinguished from the helmsman and the rest of the hyperesia, and 

appears, like nautai in (i) and (ii), to mean the oarsmen. 

(v) The same usage appears in a sentence of the letter which Nicias sends from the Athenian 

camp before Syracuse in Thuc. vii 14.1: 

E7TLU7(LVE)voLs 8'tlitv ypqS a IPLXELa cbca -rA77p4aTos3 Kat 0 Ayot TW1) 1)OZVTW1 OL 

E'Op/LW107E` TE vaVv Kat 6V)EXoVTEs 7771) ElpEolav. 

You to whom I write know that the peak of an (oar-)crew's efficiency is brief [or 'that the cream of an 
(oar-)crew is small': cf. Thuc. viii 46 where there is the same ambiguity], and that few are the nautai 
who get a ship off the mark and keep up the rate of striking. 

Whichever of the two alternative interpretations is preferred (i.e. whether Nicias is making 
two separate points or the same one, first in general terms and then more particularly) pleroma 
seems to mean the oarsmen, as in (iv). 

(vi) In Dem. On the Trierarchic Crown (361I-3 57 BC) the verb plerousthai is used in a similarly 
restricted sense to refer to the recruitment of oarsmen for a trireme: Ii 5-6 

Kac VL71 Ovt a E t EEExV y XE EUtEv a)S avE7TELpW1)VT ELOV 7rpOTEp0L' TT ptv yap 7~(4aL 

110V01) TqgS TPL77POVS9 TOVTOVS' E7TETTA7)'pwT0 ~lkO, Kat 7raTa7ES EopcaO vEtgES av)aTrEtpw/ILEvTJv 
77)vaVv. ETL TOLVVV lY7T7pEcrtaV T7/V KpaLTtCFTTV EAaL/ov, 7ToAA,V 7TAEg'UTOV a'pyV'PLOV Sov's9. 

Nor would they be able to make this allegation, that they gave their ship its trials before I gave mine; 
for before they had so much as laid hands on their ship I had manned mine, and you all saw it 
undergoing trials. Furthermore'3 I engaged the strongest hyperesia, offering more money than 
anyone else. 

In this passage 'manning' refers to oarsmen as distinct from the hyperesia. Since here too there 
is no mention of epibatai they may be included in hyperesia. 

(vii) Ps.-Dem. 1 Against Polycles 7 (Apollodorus is speaking): 

,y 8' EITrLt87 /LOL OVI(K7)AOOV) OL VauTat OL'KaTaAEyE`VTES VTO' 7(01) 877XoTJov, &A7OLO 
Kcat 0l5TOt a8v1vaTot, 7OVTOVF~ /LE1 a(;b7Ka, 1Y7TOOEL9 tSE% 7771) OVFt'aV 7771) E/LxaVTov KaC 

tSavELUa4k4EvoS apyvptov) 7TPWOT0S E1ITA77pW0Ua*471qV 7771) vav^v, PtLLUOWaa/LEv)o& vaVTa- woSr otov 
T - 

vatorOV, SOPE'gKaL' rOOUL 0' E'KaCCT7o a fL3 tEya'Aag. E'T SEUCKEV'EUrL1 
771 )V) ratKL7uEaa LgTvvav 7(1)tS7koUt(w1) E'Aagov oi'86', KaL% KOU/1J 't 9 Ot01 

13 See Denniston, Greek Particles 574--6 11 (i) and (2) or introducing 'a further item in a series'. 
for -rot'Vvuv marking 'a fresh step in the thought or action' 
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T' rjV KaAALUTa KaL &La,7TpEITE7a7a 7TaTV T7Pt"7PaPXcov. V7pEULaV TOL1/V v/ Eovva.L7)V 

KpaTtUT-77Y V4E[UawcrUa/j 1v. 

When the only nautai forthcoming on the demesmen's lists were few and these incompetent, I 
dismissed them and, by mortgaging my own property and borrowing money, I first manned the 
ship hiring the best nautai I could get, giving big bonuses and advance-payments. Next I equipped 
the ship throughout with my own gear. Furthermore, I hired the strongest hyperesia I could get. 

In this passage again there is no mention of the epibatai, but ibid. io, where he speaks of the 

monthly payments to the ship's company, he specifies the hyperesia, the epibatai and the nautai. So 
it looks as if earlier the epibatai had been included in the hyperesia. i 5-6 shows that these nautai 
were oarsmen (for whose recruitment the word plerousthai is used): 

oap yap tLAo7L1ovjLxEvoS a/LELtvOv E7TA17PWC00aap7)1V TiV vaCv E'1ETW_V ayaO e C TOrOVT7( /lot 

ITfA,EL,aT-q a77) ACLOL9 'YE'VETO Tco v a VpL1qPa'pXcov. TiL liEv ya7p aAAOOL7, ELCLAAWV TtaAAo, OL a7OEUJS 7P7PPW.0 a(~~O% ELti - Ao 
YE EK Ka7aAoyov EA60'VTE9 E7ITL 7T)17V vav^v 7TapEjLEVOV 7'7POVVTE.S T-qV oLKa(SE UTT7IqpLav, 
0ITOTE avTovsr aqS07)UCFEL 0 aTpaT7))/O OL (O E/IOL vaUVat 7TLf7EUOV7ES3 aUTOtS3 EITL T-_0 &vaaoat 

Aa&vEwtv, O7TOV Ep1EAAOV aipyivpLov 7Ta IAtv TAEEL?Tov A 'piEaGa, E'VTa136 d'7av. h~~E(JB aL, ~~V7~~) ~E,q quav. 

For the more successful I was, because of my ambition to excel, in manning the ship with good 
oarsmen, the greater was the number of desertions I had, exceeding the other trierarchs. ... My 
nautai, confident in themselves because of their skill in pulling an oar, deserted in the place where 
they expected to be re-engaged at the highest pay. 

The replacements which were hired at Lampsacus and elsewhere to take the places of the 
deserting oarsmen are called nautai (i 8, 19, 23). They were probably non-Athenian. The position 
is summed up at 25 

KaG E'KaaTov aVTew &SEetw V TOVSg TE PLLUOOVSg 7OVSgT, 717 fT7)pEa'~ KaL' TOLS^ 7TLfaatPic- 

OLv LO0/IEVOVS, 7OtS9 TE vav'Tats oU"sc a V'Tos. E' K T 
^ 

&AapaKOV q'La0UOWUaTo,, Kat TO LS! 

VUTEPOV E?TEtppaULv aV-TL TWv a7ToAL7To'VTWV, ETL (SE% 0o 7(1)1V aLpXatLWv vaVT7V EKaaT7W 
IToUO17Ka (SE7)9VO L.. 

Going over with him [Polyclesj in detail the pay which was given to the hyperesia and the epibatai 
monthly, and [or 'both'] to the nautai which he [the pentekontarchos EuctemonJ himself hired from 
Lampsacus and to those who joined the ship later as replacements for the deserters, and in addition 
what I added to the pay of each of the original nautai at his request. .. 

At 29 Apollodorus speaks of his meeting with Polycles (his successor in the trierarchy) in 

Thasos in the fourth month after his trierarchy had expired: 

7TapaAa/3cojv E'y( paPVa 7T01/ TE 7wA7TCZ)v C0' E'8VVacL,L1V 71/ 'rATuovS Kat 70VS9 EIrL/aTa5 

KaL TI/v tflT7pEUaLv -frpoaepXopaLaV lTC0^ Evi (9auacpEV' T?-)Op~. Aoy'UaUrOat (S7)OWEAov/ 
a11T7( Kad) E'KaaTOV EWS! fJ,0L tLaPTVpE!9 7Tap77aaV1 7T01v av-qAUW/LE`VWV 7L E vaVTiat Kat ot 
EIfL/3a'TaL KaL 17 vilTi/pEata. 

Taking with me as many witnesses as I could who were Athenian citizens and the epibatai and the 
hyperesia I approached him in Thasos in the market-place.... I wished to reckon with him in detail, 
while I had witnesses present of the expenditures, the nautai and the epibatai and the hyperesia. 

In this passage the third class of those who are Athenian citizens, beside the epibatai and 
hyperesia, is first described as 'those who are Athenian citizens' and then as nautai, i.e. some of the 
nautai were Athenian citizens and some, as we should expect, were not, whereas all the epibatai 
(naturally) and the hyperesia-cf. (I)-were. 

In the remainder of the speech Against Polycles there are five occasions when the three 
components of the ship's company are mentioned: 

3 2: the nautai and the epibatai and the hyperesia 
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35: pleroma . .. epibatai. . . hyperesia 
36: nautai. . . epibatai . . hyperesia (twice) 
44: 'and he (Polycles) knew that when he took over the ship he was going to have a bad 

trierarchy since neither the trierarchema nor the epibatai and hyperesia would be at his disposal 
since no one would stay in his service'. 

The two variations, in 3 5 pleroma = nautai = oarsmen and in 44 trierarchema for nautai, are to 
be noticed. The latter is unique. 

At 53 Apollodorus says: 'When he [the general Timomachus] had no longer need of 
triremes ... he told me to sail home. Then when we were on the homeward voyage at Tenedos, 
and Lucinus whom Timomachus had ordered to do so was not giving the nautai ration 

money . . . and the stratiotai had no money to buy rations, but without rations they would have 
been unable to pull an oar,... again I took witnesses of the Athenian and approaching the 
defendant Polycles in Tenedos....' 

The variation of stratiotai for nautai (= oarsmen) is certain here and probably occurs earlier at 

23. It is to be found in Thucydides (ii 88.1-3, vii 6I nautai and hoplites, viii 95.4) and Isocrates (iv 
142). 

Conclusions from the usage of naval terms in the speeches On the Trierarchic Crown and 

Against Polycles are as follows: 

(I) The noun pleroma and the verb pleroun, plerousthai, which like the adjective pleres is used 

generally for the manning of ships (see LSJ), in these speeches are used more restrictively to refer 
to the ship's complement of oarsmen. These oarsmen are more usually called nautai, on one, 
possibly two, occasions stratiotai, both terms which again have a more general meaning. 

(2) Distinguished from the oarsmen are two further components, the epibatai and the 

hyperesia, although in both speeches there is an occasion when it seems possible that the epibatai 
are included in the hyperesia. 

(3) Since the kybernetes is never separately mentioned in the references to the ship's company, 
he must be included in the hyperesia since he is not an epibates nor is he a nautes: see (ii). The 
absence of mention of the kybernetes in these speeches is matched by the absence of the phrase )7 
XAAir vITrqpeata: see above (i) and (iv).14 

(viii) Hellenica Oxyrhynchia 2 I: 

aLTreTreiAT'ov fev yap ofTra TE cat vTrrpeEas a E't Tra vavs LerTa rov K[ovcvos... 
For they (the many and the democrats) were sending out arms and hyperesiai for the ships with 
Conon. 

These were the ships which Conon had succeeded in bringing away from Aegospotami and 
which were at this time in the SE Aegean in the service of the Persian king. The sending of 
hyperesiai to him is also mentioned by Isocrates (iv 142: XPo/cEVOS Tara Vt7rTpEetatS TatS trap' 
r)aJ)v). Hopla here may stand for hoplitai, i.e. epibatai (see LSJ s.v. 4). 

Ibid. 15 I: The passage describes an incident when Conon was seeking financial support for 
his ships from the Persians. Tithraustes sends Persian officers to the ships at Caunus with 220 

talents of his own money to pay the stratiotai, a term which as has been seen is likely at any rate to 
include the oarsmen. Some Cyprians under Conon's command are told by agitators that the 
Persian officers 'were not going to give the pay that was owing, but were paying off the 
hyperesiai and epibatai only', i.e. presumably the skilled men and hoplites sent out from Athens to 
ships manned by Cyprian oarsmen. The Cyprians mutiny. 

There is here a clear distinction, as in the speech Against Polycles, between hyperesiai and 
epibatai on the one hand and a third category which is likely to consist of oarsmen. 

(ix) Plato Seventh Letter 350 a: Plato is describing his experiences, late in 36I BC, on his third 
visit to Sicily. 

14 For later contexts see Appendix 2. 
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KOVV 8r TO e T- OVTO LEToa TTS aKWpoTroAEcoJS V TOtSS LtUOOOopoLS' 7TpoaTOvTES E /ELOt 

aAAoL TE Katla o T'E V VTrlpEaLv OvTeS 'AO6v7W1Oev, E"OL' 7ToALtaL, d7TryyeAAov 'Tt 

otagUeEA-rqevos. elr7v ev TOtS TreATaTa a?..... 

After this I was living outside the acropolis among the mercenaries. Amongst others, some of the 
hyperesiai who were from Athens, my fellow-citizens, reported that the peltasts were speaking ill of 
me. 

This passage is evidence that (i) in the mid-fourth century, as one might have expected, 
there were members of naval hyperesiai from Athens serving abroad as mercenaries; and (2) that 

they were Athenian citizens: cf. (i) and conclusion (2) of (iv). 

(x) IG ii2 212 of 346 BC = Tod ii no. I67.60-5. This inscription attests that Spartocus II and 
Paerisades I, joint rulers of the Bosporan kingdom, applied to Athens in 346 BC for permission to 
recruit mercenary hyperesiai in Athens. The Council decrees among other things: 

zo3vat 8[e Taa] s V7t71/[pEfU1g- 

a]s, as. al7rovatL 2rdapToKOS KaL T Iatpta[dars r]- 

V]s 86 7rp[E]afELS a7Troypda4iaL ra ovodl/a[Ta T'jv] 

V7Tr]rpeutcV v av Aav ccoav Tcn ypaltxa[reti T]- 

S f3]ovAjS 'oS O' adv arToypacowaLv Etva[t ev TCjt 

T[E]TayULEVWwL 7TOLOVVTas ayaL ov o' TL [av Svvw]- 
VT7a TOVSS TurLSaS TOVSv AEVKcVOS. 

To grant the hyperesiai which Spartocus and Pairisades request, and that the ambassadors [of the 

kings] should make a list of the names of the hyperesiai which they take for the Secretary of the 
Council; and that whoever they shall list shall be under obligation to serve the sons of Leucon [the 
two kings] to the best of their ability. 

In view of the interpretation of (i), (vii) and (ix) above it is perhaps not necessary to argue 
further against the contention that the hyperesiai were public slaves. In connexion with this 
inscription Jordan argues15 that the state could not 'give' the hyperesiai unless they were public 
property nor could the ambassadors 'take' them. The last sentence shows that what is being 
transferred to the kings is the duty (presumably legal) for the hyperesiai to serve in the Athenian 
fleet if required. Further, if they were public property assigned as chattels to the kings rather than 
recruited as mercenaries by the ambassadors, it is difficult to believe that the state would not have 
had a list of those assigned. There would be no reason for the ambassadors to return a list unless 
the recruitment was a matter of negotiation between free individuals and the representatives of 
the kings. In the latter case the state would want to know who had gone in case they had to be 
recalled in an emergency. 

The list of passages (i)-(x) above is, I believe, apart from the 'Decree of Themistocles', 
exhaustive for the usage of the word in fifth- and fourth-century literature and inscriptions. 
Conclusions may be drawn as follows: 

(i) In a ship's company the hyperesia is a component distinct from the nautai and in some of 
the later passages from the epibatai. Nautai, a general term for seamen, seems to have a restricted 
sense of oarsmen, when these are distinguished from the other two components. The general 
word stratiotai is also used in a restricted sense for oarsmen, once for oarsmen and epibatai.16 

15 Jordan (n. 4) 257-8. 7revTfKovTa.Cf. Plut. Demetr. 43 where in the descrip- 
16 A passage in the description of Ptolemy Philopa- tion of the same ship, probably also derived from 

tor's tessarakonteres quoted by Athenaeus from Callix- Callixenus, instead of hyperesia Plutarch uses the phrase 
enus (late 3rd century BC) may be noticed here. (v 37, vavTats ... xt opi epe-rwv TeTpaKoaUioL and these 
204b) When the ship underwent its trials it took on nautai and eretai are distinguished from hoplitai carried 
board: peTaras TAEtovs T(rv rTETpaKLoXlAi[Wv, el'S E' rad on deck, i.e. epibatai. It may be noticed also that in Plb. i 
v7r7)pea[as reTpaKoaiovs, els e TO KaraacTrpwua 63.3 pleroma is used for the oarsmen of a warship as 
E7fTl3aTag rptaxLAlovs a7ToS'ovTaS EKaTov Kal distinct from the epibatai. 
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(2) Hyperesiai in Athenian ships seem to have been made up of Athenian citizens, and 
Athenian citizens took service as mercenaries in the hyperesiai of foreign fleets in the fourth 
century. The service of Athenian hoplites (as epibatai) in Conon's squadron is perhaps hardly to 
be regarded as foreign. 

(3) The name hyperesia, meaning a body of assistants, is suitable for the group of'specialists' 
listed in Ps.-Xen. Ath. Pol. i 2, viz kybernetai, keleustai, pentekontarchai, proratai, naupegoi. 
Together with 'the demos who pull oars in the ships' they are those who give the city its power. 
There is a similar list in IG ii2 9I. 94-t05 which he ad ul the inference that can 
be drawn from the passages about its composition relates only to the kybernetes. On the other 
hand, if the kybernetes belonged to it there is a strong likelihood that the others did too. It has 
been seen that in some passages the epibatai seem to be included in it. There is a negative 
conclusion that in none of the passages cited is there a suggestion of any connexion with pulling 
an oar, nor in any of the uses of hyperesia, hyperetes or hyperetein in any other contexts in the 
literature or inscriptions of the period. The only word of this derivation showing a connexion 
with rowing, the cushion spoken of by Thucydides and Isocrates, can hardly be regarded as 
sufficient grounds for asserting that hyperesia means an 'oarsman group'. 

(4) There is no suggestion in any of the contexts that the hyperesia in Athenian ships of the 
period was composed of slaves, public or private, and some evidence to the contrary. 

II 

The ship's company of a trireme of this period is likely to have been two hundred men, 

other than a trireme, since no other type in service at the time would have had so large a crew. 
Elsewhere in Herodotus (vii 184.1) the number of men given for the 1207 Persian ships in the 
invasion of 480 is 241,400, i.e. 1207 X 200, excluding the extra epibatai on each ship. And Cleinias 
(vii 17) joins the Greek flee t at Eurymedon (466 BC) with his own ship and a crew of two 
hundred men. Later in the fifth century (Thuc. vi 8.1, viii 29. ) ship's pay seems to be calculated 
on the basis of a crew of two hundred. And in Demosthenes (iv 28: 351 BC) the pay of the crews 
of fast triremes (20 minas a month at 2 obols a day) is similarly calculated.18 

In the Athenian naval lists the number of oars in the different categories, thranite, zygian and 
thalamian, is regularly given as 62, 54, 54 with thirty spares.19 These numbers certainly 
represent the number of oarsmen regularly in each class, making a total of 170 oarsmen in all. 
The remaining thirty men must have been the hyperesia and (or including) the epibatai. The latter 
are hoplite citizens regularly ten in number (see Appendix i: Thuc. ii 23.2 [43 I BC: 000 hoplites 
and 400 archers on I00 ships]; iii 95.2 [428 BC: 300 marines from 30 ships, cf 91.1I, cf ii 66.1-2; 
Xen. HG iv 8.28 [390 BC]; IG ii2 1951. 79-82) carried as a normal part of the ship's company. 
When the ship was a troop-carrier (hoplitagogos, stratiotis) it did of course carry many more 
fighting men, but 'fast' triremes appear to have carried epibatai only, and ships carrying troops 
put them (but not the epibatai) ashore before a battle (D.S. xiii 49 Cyzicus, and 77-9 Mytilene; 
the text in the latter passage has been wrongly emended, 4ta/3asa for EKftal3as). There 
remain twenty20 places to be accounted for. 

If the list in IG ii2 195 I is followed there were in addition to the oarsmen and epibatai also 
archers (two or three) and the six specialists including the helmsman. The Decree of 
Themistocles and Plutarch's account of the fleet at Salamis put the number of archers at four, and 
this may be taken as the normal upper limit (cf. Thuc. iii 95.2). Skilled men would have been 
needed to work the ship under sail. A reference to these seems to be provided in Xenophon 

17 See GOS 266-8. 19 See GOS 272 n. I6. 
18 2 x 30 x 200= 12,000 obols=20 minai. 20 In GOS 256 line 24 'ten' is a mistake for 'twenty'. 
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Anabasis (v 8.20) where the author describes how 'in a storm with the seas running high for a 
mere nod the bow officer gets irritated with "those in the bows" and the helmsman gets irritated 
with "those in the stern" '. It looks as if these are the assistants to the two officers named. The 
existence of such bow and stern gangs is confirmed in a later source,21 probably relating to a 
tetreres of the Rhodian navy. The number of men recorded in each gang is there recorded as five. 

The conclusion to be drawn from the evidence cited above is as follows: hyperesia in naval 
contexts is a collective term for the thirty assistants to the trierarch over and above the oar-crew. 
These consisted of (i) six specialist 'petty officers' (see p. 55 (3) above: the helmsman, keleustes, 
pentekontarchos, bow officer, ship's carpenter, pipeman); (ii) two gangs of five seamen each at the 
disposal of the helmsman and bow officer; (iii) ten epibatai on the deck; (iv) four archers in the 
stern (n. 23). 

III 

Hammond argues that the occasion for the Decree is that described in Hdt. vii 143.3, when 
in the debate following the response of the Delphic oracle in September 481 the Athenians 
decided on evacuation of Attica and 'to receive with their full forces on their warships the 
impending invasion of Greece by the barbarians in obedience to the god, together with any 
Greeks who were willing'. His argument is convincing. The fleet would then have been manned 
and in commission almost a year before the Persians actually arrived at Artemisium.22 

If the conclusions of I and II above are adopted, the description of the manning of the fleet in 
the Decree of Themistocles can be explained as follows (I use the text provided by Hammond): 

The trierarchs. 18-23: the generals are to appoint as from the following day two hundred 
suitably qualified trierarchs, one for each ship, and to assign the ships to them by lot. 

Epibatai and toxotai. 23-6: They (the generals) are to mobilise (KaraA,cat) the epibatai for 
each ship . . . and four archers. 

Hyperesiai. 26-27: They (the generals) are to assign by lot also (i.e. as well as the trierarchs) 
the hyperesiai to the ships at such time as they allocate the trierarchs by lot. 

[Nautai]. 27-3 I: The generals are to write up on the white boards also (i.e. as well as writing 
up the trierarchs and hyperesiai) the [nautai] by ship, the Athenians from the deme-registers and 
the foreigners from the lists of the polemarchs. 

It is unfortunate that the word for the fourth component is not preserved. But there can be 
little doubt that the word must be nautai in conformity with the usual classification. There is one 
difference between the classification here and the naval contexts considered in I. Here the toxotai 
are mentioned whereas there they were not, although they certainly must have been present. It 
seems then that the toxotai always, as the epibatai occasionally, were regarded as part of the 

21 See Mario Segre, 'Dedica votiva dell' equipaggio 
di una nave rodia', Clara Rhodos viii (1936) 225-44. The 
inscription dates from the Mithridatic war. The mess- 
mates of Alexidamas, a proreus, are listed as a kybernetes, 
a naupegos, a pedaliouchos (tiller-man), five men working 
(epyao/teEvoL) in the bow and five in the stern, two 
katapeltaphetai (catapulters), six toxotai, an elaiochreistes 
(oiler), a kopodetes (oar-binder) and twenty epibatai, 
making a total, with the proreus, of 45. Since Alexi- 
damas' last ship was a tetreres, it is reasonable to infer that 
this is a list of the hyperesia of a tetreres. Its ship's 
company would be about 300, 4 x 64 + 45 = 301, and the 
proportion of the hyperesia to the ship's company would 
then be the same as for a trireme (30/200=45/300). It is 
to be noted that one of Alexidamas' earlier posts was 
'foreman of the erga', i.e. of the ergazomenoi. In Maiuri, 
Nuova Sylloge 5 there is a further list: the trierarch's 

clerk, kybernetes, proreus, keleustes, pentekontarchos, nau- 
pegos and ergazomenoi. Plutarch (Praec. reip. ger. 15-I6, 
8I2 b-c) speaks of helmsmen 'doing some things with 
their own hands, but sitting apart and turning and 
twisting other things by other persons and other tools. 
And they employ nautai and proreis and keleustai and 
often summoning some of them to the stern they 
commit the tiller to their charge' (cf. pedaliouchos 
above). Cf. ibid. 807 b where he is speaking of a 
merchantman. 

22 This backdating of the mobilisation of the fleet 
strengthens the case for the view that the Greek fleet was 
slower at Artemisium and Salamis because it had been at 
sea without 'drying-out' much longer than the Persian 
fleet, which had had the opportunity of drying out at 
Doriscus in the following spring. 
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hyperesiai as attendants (paredroi) of the helmsman.23 If in the decree the hyperesiai include the 

epibatai and toxotai, the lack of reference to the allocation of both to the ships at 23-6 is explained, 
since it is covered by the following sentence. 

The posting of the taxeis. 3 I1-3 8: They (the generals) are to make the posting, distributing (the 
men) in taxeis to the number of two hundred in (two) divisions of a hundred in number and to 
write at the head of each [taxis] the name of the trireme and of the trierarch and of (each member 
of) the hyperesia, so that they (i.e. the men whose names are posted) may know onto which 
trireme each taxis is to embark. Line 36 suggests that the oar-crews also were allocated to the 
triremes by lot. 

It is to be noted that the epibatai and toxotai are not here mentioned, and are therefore, again, 
to be regarded as included in the hyperesia. 

Since there are two hundred taxeis (and 200 ships, line 14, and 200 trierarchs, 18-23) it seems 
certain that the taxis is at least the body of nautai and at most the whole ship's company. Since in 
lines 3 i-8 the posting of the whole ship's company is described, taxis there would seem to have 
this latter meaning.24 

The most natural interpretation of the phrase 'in (two) divisions of a hundred' is to take it as 
referring to the division of the fleet into two squadrons of a hundred ships each, one for service in 
home waters, and the other for dispatch to Euboean Artemisium (lines 41-4), a hundred taxeis 
being assigned to the ships of each squadron. There is a possible, but not I think probable, 
alternative interpretation. If it is accepted that the word hyperesia here covers not only toxotai, as 
is usual, but epibatai as well, and taxis means the ship's company, the taxis or the ship's company 
of two hundred all told could be posted in two lists of a hundred men each, divided according to 
their provenance either from the deme-registers of Athenian citizens or from the Polemarch's 
list of foreigners. The purpose of such a method of posting might have been to mix up citizens 
and metics in at least some ships. 

In line 34 there seems no reason not to supply the obvious [Tate] in the gap of four letters. 

The application of the conclusions of I and II to the Decree of Themistocles leads to the 
following explanation of the detailed orders given by the Council to the generals concerning the 
manning of 'the 200 ships that had been prepared': 

The orders relate to (i) suitably qualified trierarchs; (ii) suitably qualified epibatai, and toxotai, 
both included in hyperesiai; and (iii) oarsmen. They concern two operations in each case, (a) 
mobilisation and (b) allocation to ships. (Nothing is said about the mobilisation of those 
members of the hyperesiai who were not epibatai or toxotai. Their mobilisation must have been 
otherwise provided for.) The trierarchs and the hyperesiai are to be allocated simultaneously to 
their ships by lot. The generals are to post lists of 200 oar-crews, assigning them by lot in ship's 
companies to the 200 ships in two fleets of 100 ships each (or possibly but not probably with each 
ship's company of 200 made up of a hundred Athenians and a hundred foreigners). The full 
ship's company of each trireme is to be posted on the notice boards for guidance in embarkation. 

The orders seem very plain and logical. Such points as are obscure for us were probably not 
obscure to the contemporary reader. 

APPENDIX I: THE NUMBER OF MARINES CARRIED NORMALLY ON ATHENIAN TRIREMES 
IN THE FIFTH AND FOURTH CENTURIES 

Jordan (op. cit. t. 87) makes the surprising statement: 'that Athenian triremes carried large numbers of 
23 IG i2 930.157. See GOS 260. categories of oarsmen.' I now think I was wrong to put 
24 Cf. A. Pers. 380 -rdags e rafev 7rapEKdaAEL V?Es so much weight on Aeschylus's use of the singular vecos 

/LaKpds. The embarkation of the Persian fleet on the paKpadS. Similar shouted encouragement from ship to 
evening before Salamis is being described. In GOS I 53 I ship seems to be described in Arrian's account of a naval 
said: 'Aeschylus's phrase suggests different taxeis within engagement at the siege of Tyre (ii 21.9). 
each ship. He may then be thinking of the different 
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marines, particularly in the early part of the fifth century, is flatly affirmed by Thucydides who reports 
that the two opposing fleets of the Korinthians and Kerkuraians at the battle of the Sybota Islands, in 
which Athenian triremes also participated, fought in the old way with many hoplites, archers and javelin 
men engaging the enemy from the decks. In spite of the clear evidence of Thucydides some scholars have 
argued that even at Salamis the number of marines on board each ship was only ten.'25 

Jordan appears to be making two separate points. The first is that the old-fashioned way of fighting a 
sea battle was that which the Athenians practised in the early part of the fifth century, e.g. at Artemisium 
and Salamis. The method is described in Thucydides' account of the battle of Sybota as follows: 'It was 
more like a land battle than a sea battle. For when the ships crashed into each other they did not easily get 
away because of the number and crush of ships and because they trusted for victory more to the hoplites 
on their decks... And there was no opportunity for the diekplous.' 

The diekplous, developed among the Ionian Greeks before the battle of Lade, and the defensive tactic 
against it practised by the Greek fleet in the skirmish before Artemisium, are the marks of the modern 
method of sea-fighting with which Thucydides contrasts the old way used by the Corinthians and 
Corcyraeans at Sybota. Essentially, the new way treated the warship as an offensive weapon in itself, 
rather than as a platform for fighting hoplites. There is good reason to believe26 that the Greeks at 
Salamis successfully achieved a diekplous. This modern way can be seen to have been practised by 
Athenian fleets under Phormio in the Peloponnesian war, and it was only when the Athenians in the 
Great Harbour at Syracuse were forced to fight in the old way,27 putting all their hoplites, javelin men 
and archers on deck and making a land battle of it, that they gave up the modern way. It seems plain that 
the Athenians normally in the fifth century did what all the evidence attests28 and put on board their fast 
triremes only the normal ten epibatai. With troop-carriers of course it was another matter. Jordan fails to 
distinguish between the normal complement of epibatai and the troops embarked in stratiotides by 
Tolmides (455 BC: D.S. xi 84), Pericles (D.S. xi 85), and Hagnon (Thuc. ii 56, 58). 

The second point which Jordan appears to be making is that since the Athenians 'also participated' in 
the battle of Sybota what Thucydides says of the old way also applies to them. But it is clear that the 
passage quoted only applies to the engagement of the Corinthian and Corcyraean fleets. He says: 'the 
Corinthians and Corcyraeans fought having many hoplites on their decks . . . for they were still equipped 
rather unscientifically in the ancient fashion. The Attic ships if they saw the Corcyraeans pressed at any 
point came up and kept the enemy in awe, but the generals did not begin fighting fearing to disobey the 
instructions of the Athenians.' It is clear that Thucydides' description of the old way does not apply to them. 

Jordan also cites five other battles to support his contention: Cynossema, Cyzicus, Mytilene, 
Arginusae and Abydos. In only one of these is any marine fighting described in our accounts and in this 
(Abydos) there is no indication of unusual numbers. In two (Cyzicus and Mytilene) Diodorus says that 
the troops carried on the ships were put ashore before the engagement.29 

There seems to be no good reason to suppose that the complement of epibatai on Athenian triremes in 
the fifth and fourth centuries exceeded the normal ten. 

APPENDIX 2: NAVAL CONTEXTS OF HYPERESIA LATER THAN THE FOURTH CENTURY 

LSJ cite certain later occurrences of the word hyperesia to support the meaning 'body of rowers', 'ship's 
crew . 

(i) Plb. v 109.1: Xpeia 7TAoL'Cov cart KaL rs Kara OaAarrav v7Trrpeatas. Philip, in winter quarters, 
calculated that 'he needed ships for his campaigns and a naval arm' (or 'capability'). 

(ii) Plb. i 25.3: (vavs) ev rals vt7rrpeLat's Je-prvdLuevrq. The Carthaginians surrounded and destroyed 
the other Roman ships and they all but captured the general's ship with its crew. But in spite of all it 
luckily escaped the danger 'equipped as it was with hyperesiai and being a fast ship'. There were two 
reasons for its escape, the hyperesiai and its speed. The hyperesiai must therefore be not the oarsmen, but 
defensive equipment, e.g. catapults. KaraTreAracErat are among the ancillary personnel on Rhodian 

25 For the texts on which this conclusion is based see 27 Thuc. vii 62.1 -4. 
above p. 55. 28 See above n. 2s. 

26 GOS 135-9, 313-19. xiii 5-I; xiii 77.3. See p. 55 above. 
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ships in the first century BC.30 A second possibility is that hyperesiai = hyperetika ploia, i.e. the dispatch 
boats which usually attended a flagship. 

(iii) Geop. xviii 9.3 
' 

Ople (TrJv aly'v) JvayKala ElS vavTLKS vrY7rpeaiaS. This very late text can 

hardly weigh in the argument. Hair screens are mentioned in the naval lists,31 but catapults are probably 
again the naval auxiliary services referred to. 

A naval context which LSJ do not cite is the description of the ship's company of Ptolemy Philopator's 
tessarakonteres: see n. i6. There the hyperesia is a component of the crew distinguished from the oarsmen 
(eretai). There are also two passages in Arrian not cited by LSJ and concerned with naval matters. The first 
is the account of Alexander's disbandment of his navy in 334 BC (i 20.I), his idea being 'that since he 
controlled Asia with his land forces he would have no need any longer of naval power and that by seizing 
the coastal cities he would break up the Persian navy since they would have nowhere from where to make 

up their hyperesiai and no port in Asia where they could put in'. The second describes Alexander's naval 

preparations at Babylon in 324 (Arrian cites Aristobulus as his source): he brought up one fleet from the 
Persian Gulf, had a second transported from Phoenicia, and built a third on the spot, TrA-p4taTra SE es 
TdS vacs KaL Tas aXAAa VTr7pealas `aropbvpEwv TE TrArjOos KaLT CV aAAov 5aoL Epy arat L TS OaXAaaTjS 

aiL^X8Oat avtrT K KOLVLK?jS TE Kal TS r aAArgs rapaasia. 'And as crews for his ships and for the rest of the 
naval services' (or 'the naval services as well') 'a crowd of purple-fishermen and of other types of seamen 
had come to him from Phoenicia and the rest of the coastal region.' 

In the second of these passages the phrase Tas aAAas v7r7Tpea'la presents the usual ambiguity. If it 
means the rest of the naval services, then hyperesiai, unusually, includes pleromata, i.e. oarsmen, but it 
could mean hyperesiai as well. There is however a similar phrase in the next sentence 'from both Phoenicia 
KaL Trs adAAXr rrapaAias' and it is difficult to believe that the ambiguity could be resolved in different 
ways in phrases so close together, so that, since in the latter phrase the meaning must be Phoenicia and the 
rest of the coastal region, the meaning must be the same in the former. Hyperesiai here then must include 

oarsmen, and it is probable that the case is the same in the earlier passage of Arrian. This is then a late use, 

quite understandable, since rowing is a naval service, but not attested before Arrian (or Aristobulus if the 
rather improbable view is held that Arrian cites him word for word). 

In all these later contexts the word hyperesia or hyperesiai means naval service, or services, of various 
kinds. In one case, the latest, this service may include pulling an oar. 

J. S. MORRISON 
Great Shelford, Cambridge 

30 See n. 21. It is interesting in this connexion to KaL yoTyrEiaL Kat o'Awsg vn?pEaLiaL TLVES ElaLV ELU vuLis 
observe that Demosthenes twice uses hyperesia in the KaTEaKevaca,LEvatl. Such usage facilitates the meaning 
sense of 'machination against' a person: xxxi 8 E'L Tnj 'artillery'. 
KaO' 'rJiv V7T-rpE?aLav and Proem. lii Toura TaLreXvaL 31 GOS 302. 
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